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Traditional inorganic solar cell models, originating with the work of Shockley, are widely used in
understanding bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cell response (organic solar cells are also
referred to as organic photovoltaics, or OPVs). While these models can be useful, there are several key
points of departure from traditional solar cell behavior. In this Perspective, we discuss three important
areas: (1) geminate pair and bimolecular recombination, (2) effects of interfacial layers inserted between
the electrodes and active layer, and (3) resistance effects. Since organic solar cell materials typically
have large Coulombic exciton binding energies (e.g., 0.3–0.5 eV), limited dissociation of
photogenerated charge carriers can be a significant limitation in these cells that is not observed in
traditional silicon solar cells. Additionally, the active layer morphology of BHJ organic solar cells
allows free charge carriers to recombine before extraction from the cell, creating another photocurrent
loss mechanism. Interfacial layers serve a unique role in BHJ organic solar cells; in addition to
conventional functions such as photon transmission and charge injection, interfacial layers often act as
‘‘blocking’’ layers, ensuring that charge carriers are collected at their respective electrodes (i.e., electrons
at the cathode and holes at the anode). Additionally, resistance effects in organic solar cells differ from
traditional models in both field and cell area dependencies. Organic semiconductor mobilities and
charge densities exhibit significant sensitivity to field strength, with mobility varying by 10x over
typical cell voltage test ranges (1 V). This creates the need for alternative models to describe cell internal
resistance. Finally, resistance losses are also sensitive to cell area, due to the limited conductivities of the
transparent electrode materials used. Therefore, accommodation of the above deviations from
traditional models is imperative for the design and synthesis of new generation high efficiency organic
solar cell materials.
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1. Introduction
Organic photovoltaic (OPV) cells1–19 offer the potential to change
the landscape of how we produce and use energy. If developed
into a mature technology, they offer the opportunity to significantly reduce solar energy costs by employing earth-abundant
materials, efficient installation, and roll-to-roll production.4–6

Broader context
The development of new energy technologies is crucial for climate stability and global security. Meanwhile, solar energy resources
are vast: more energy reaches our planet in one hour than humankind consumes in an entire year. However, solar technologies have
thus far only been used to a limited degree in energy production because of high costs. Organic solar cells offer a potential route to
large-scale solar deployment based on the possibility of large cost reductions using earth-abundant materials and inexpensive
production technologies. Nevertheless, despite recent advances in performance, organic solar cell efficiencies lag behind their
inorganic counterparts, and new materials are needed to enhance performance. Furthermore, existing performance limitations are
not completely understood and are a reason for organic solar cells not yet reaching their full potential. In this Perspective, we
consider key areas in which organic solar cell function differs from traditional models. Designing materials through effective new
models will help this promising new solar technology achieve high performance levels and enable solar technologies to achieve largescale energy production.
4410 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4410–4422
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solar cells when other benefits such as flexibility or portability are
offered.) Therefore, to achieve these efficiency advances, major
materials and cell design advances are needed, and we believe
that achieving these developments will require better understanding of organic solar cell loss mechanisms before high efficiencies can be achieved. There exist crucial differences between
organic and traditional inorganic p-n junction27–34 solar cells; this
article identifies and analyzes what we regard as key areas of
differentiation between these solar cell classes and suggests some
ways in which OPV efficiencies can be significantly improved.
Fig. 1 presents an illustration of a bulk heterojunction (BHJ)12
OPV cell. The typical structure, from top to bottom, consists of
a transparent electrode, which is generally composed of glass
coated with a transparent conducting oxide, usually tin-doped
indium oxide (ITO). This is followed by an interfacial layer
(typically an organic or metal oxide layer). Next, the absorber
(active) layer, which is responsible for the photovoltaic activity of
the cell, consists of an interpenetrating network of electron donor
(hole-transporting) and acceptor (electron-transporting) materials. In state-of-the-art systems, the donor is generally the lightabsorbing material; however, recent research has also focused on
light-absorbing acceptors.26,35 Finally, the bottom contact typically consists of a second interfacial layer (e.g., LiF or TiOx)11,26
and a low work function metal electrode, such as aluminum.
Unlike the case in polycrystalline silicon solar cells, the electron-hole binding energy in organic solar cells is high (e.g., 0.3–
0.5 eV)26,36,37 so that light absorption leads to the generation of
a bound electron-hole pair known as an exciton; ref. 36, 37, and
38 provide useful background information on exciton binding
energies. To split the exciton and create electrical current, an
energetic offset at the donor–acceptor interface can be employed
to overcome this binding energy. Excitons diffuse from their
photogeneration point until reaching one of these interfaces
(Fig. 1). In the case where the donor material is the primary light
absorber, the photoexcited electron from this bound pair is then
transferred to the acceptor, forming a charge transfer state at the
interface with the electron on the acceptor and hole on the
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Their properties and designs can be tuned and optimized based
on materials versatility, solution-based processing, and
mechanical flexibility.4,6–8 In recent years, there have been steady
improvements in OPV power conversion efficiencies, with the 8%
threshold recently crossed.2,20–24 Note that, according to media
reports, efficiencies as high as 9.2% have been achieved; the
highest confirmed OPV efficiency to date is 8.3%.23,24 While
these efficiencies are significantly less than today’s commercial
inorganic solar cells, the steady improvement in efficiencies has
generated significant interest in the potential for OPVs to offer
practical, widespread energy production. In addition to durability requirements, increasing the OPV power conversion efficiencies (PCE) to >10% is regarded as an important threshold for
widespread deployment. For efficiencies <10%, the cost of
installation is typically too expensive for widespread energy
production, even if the solar cells and modules are inexpensive.25,26 (However, niche applications are relevant for low PCE
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Fig. 1 Diagram of a bulk heterojunction organic solar cell.

donor.26,39–46 The dissociation-recombination dynamics of this
‘‘geminate pair’’ state are of critical importance in achieving high
efficiency organic solar cells and are discussed in greater detail in
Section 3. Furthermore, the architecture of the BHJ OPV cell is
unique due to two competing length scales: exciton diffusion
distances are on the order of 10 nm47 before exciton decay,
whereas typical active layer thicknesses required for optimum
light absorption are >100 nm.26 In order to (1) position donor–
acceptor interface sites within 10 nm of the photon absorption
site while (2) absorbing the majority of light with energies above
the donor bandgap, the BHJ OPV architecture of placing donor–
acceptor interfaces throughout the active layer bulk has been
extensively explored and refined.26 This design has afforded
impressive internal quantum efficiencies approaching 100% for
photons with energies greater than the absorber bandgap.10 Note
that we define internal quantum efficiency here as the probability
that a photon absorbed by the active layer is converted into
collected charge at the electrodes at cell voltage ¼ 0.
Finally, the influence of BHJ OPV active layer morphology on
materials and device characteristics, including mobility, internal
resistance, and recombination rates, has been highlighted in
numerous studies. For example, studies have correlated processing conditions with morphology changes and resulting
charge carrier mobilities.35,48 Likewise, recent reports have evaluated the importance of active layer nanostructure on recombination rates49–51 (both ‘‘geminate pair’’ and ‘‘bimolecular’’ – see
Section 3 for further details on these recombination mechanisms). While OPV nanomorphology is not the focus of this
Perspective article, numerous reviews and reports provide useful
information on this crucial OPV topic.6,19,35,42,50,52–55
There are therefore dramatic differences between organic solar
cells and traditional silicon cells in terms of materials properties
(e.g., light absorption profiles, carrier binding energies, and
mobilities) and device design (e.g., absorber layer architecture,
and active layer thickness). Despite these differences, traditional
performance models originally based upon Shockley’s p-n junction model30 have been transferred from silicon cells and applied
to their BHJ organic counterparts.8,56–60 This traditional model
can be a useful tool in understanding organic solar cell limitations; however, there exist key areas where the model must be
modified to appropriately account for the distinctive characteristics of BHJ OPV response. With this objective in mind, we
address here three key areas relating to OPV function and efficiency: (1) recombination mechanisms, (2) interfacial layers, and
(3) field- and cell area-dependent resistance. There are additional
important points of differentiation beyond these areas, however
we believe these three provide a foundation for understanding
how organic solar cell behavior diverges from traditional models.
Note that there are several reports on alternative descriptions of
4412 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4410–4422

current–voltage behavior in OPVs that provide useful physical
insight into these systems; for example, see ref. 61, 62, 63, and 64.
We begin our analysis in Section 2 by first outlining the fundamentals of the traditional inorganic model. In Section 3, we
examine two recombination mechanisms that are unaccounted
for in the traditional model – bimolecular and geminate pair
recombination. In Section 4, we address the unique role of
interfacial layers for BHJ OPVs in providing selective contacts or
filters at the electrodes, ensuring that primarily (or exclusively)
electrons are collected at one electrode and holes at the other.
Finally, in Section 5, we evaluate the importance of fielddependent resistance and cell area.

2. Fundamentals of the traditional solar cell model
The traditional inorganic solar cell model is a relatively simple
and useful tool for describing cell response, bottlenecks, and
areas for efficiency enhancement. Nevertheless, the unique
physical and electrical complexities of organic solar cells require
a thorough understanding of the assumptions of the traditional
model, where they apply, and what modifications are required to
account for OPV behavior. We begin by introducing the basics of
the traditional model. Fig. 2 below provides current densityvoltage (JV) curves typical of organic solar cells. The blue curves
in Fig. 2a and 2b are from identical data sets – only that Fig. 2a is
on a linear scale and Fig. 2b is on a semilog scale; these data are
the so-called ‘‘dark data’’ (i.e., the JV response of the cell in the
dark).65 The black curve in Fig. 2a is based on the illuminated (or
light) data, accounting for the JV response under solar illumination. The photogenerated current is treated as independent of
cell voltage, as shown in the Jph curve in Fig. 2a; in the next
section, we will examine ways in which this assumption does not
hold for OPVs. Traditional theory applies the superposition
principle in comparing the dark and illuminated data; after
correcting for resistance losses, superimposing the constant
photocurrent (Jph) and dark JV data produces the illuminated
JV curve.58,65 Regions I, II, and III are explained below.
Fig. 3 depicts the widely used equivalent circuit solar cell
model. It deconstructs the solar cell JV behavior into four
constituent parts: a photocurrent source, diode, series resistor,
and shunt resistor. The photocurrent source is simply the result
of converting absorbed photons to free charge by the solar cell,
the diode represents electron-hole recombination at the p-n
junction, the series resistor accounts for the internal resistance of
the cell to current flow, and the shunt resistor models leakage
current through the cells (e.g., via pinholes). Mathematically this
model is represented by the relationship:

(1)

where J0 is the reverse bias saturation current density, e is the
elementary charge, Rs is the series resistance, n is the diode
ideality factor, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, and
Rsh is the shunt resistance. According to the original p-n junction
theory of Shockley, J0 represents the saturation current density
at reverse bias for an ideal p-n junction diode.30 For this ideal
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 2 (a) Typical dark JV plot (semilog scale) for an organic solar cell. The three regions indicated account for where different effects dominate: Region
I accounts for leakage (shunt) currents, Region II recombination currents, and Region III series resistance. (b) This JV curve is from identical data as the
blue (Jdark) curve in part (a), only presented on a semilog plot and using the absolute value of current density (negative current densities cannot be plotted
on a log scale). Note that at V ¼ 0, the dark current density ¼ 0.

and voltage (Voper) where power density is maximized (Pmax ¼
JoperVoper). The fill factor is equal to (JoperVoper)/(JscVoc),
accounting for how ‘‘square’’ the JV curve is.32–34

Fig. 3 The traditional equivalent circuit model for solar cells.32 Important deviations from this model must be addressed in understanding
organic solar cell behavior. Note that the diode represents recombination
current.

diode, n ¼ 1. Later, accounting for Shockley-Read-Hall recombination due to defect states at the p-n junction, models were
developed for n > 1.29,31 The ‘‘recombination current’’ portion of
eqn (1) therefore accounts for how a solar cell acts as a diode in
the dark. The shunt current in eqn (1) represents cell leakages,
due to sources such as pinholes that enable parasitic current to
move directly from one electrode to the other. As Rsh / N, the
shunt current approaches zero (which is desirable, since it is
a parasitic current). In optimized solar cells – including OPVs –
the shunt current is often negligible.48 In Figs. 2a and 2b, Regions
I, II, and III illustrate how the different components of the solar
cell equivalent circuit (Fig. 3) dominate the JV response of the
cell at different voltages. At low voltages (Region I), the JV
characteristics are primarily determined by Rsh, at intermediate
voltages (Region II) by the diode parameters J0 and n, and at
high voltages (Region III) by Rs. These regions provide useful
rules of thumb when evaluating a JV response curve: for
instance, a steep slope in Region III generally means a low Rs
device. However, as will be developed in greater detail
throughout this article, there are key aspects of organic solar cells
to consider in applying this model. Finally, three commonly used
solar cell figures of merit are: short circuit current density (Jsc),
open circuit voltage (Voc), and fill factor. At V ¼ 0, Jsc is the cell
current density, and at J ¼ 0, Voc is the cell voltage. A cell will
generally be operated at an intermediate current density (Joper)
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

3. New electron-hole losses at the donor–acceptor
interface: geminate pair and bimolecular
recombination
3.1.

Geminate pair vs. bimolecular recombination

Two key loss mechanisms operative in OPVs are illustrated in
Fig. 4: geminate pair (Fig. 4a) and bimolecular recombination
(Fig. 4b) losses.42 Fig. 4a shows that an electron-hole pair
initially undergoes dissociation at the interface of donor (with
positive charge) and acceptor (with negative charge) materials
regions, but the pair typically remains bound at the interface due
to the electron-hole Coulombic attraction – i.e., the geminate
pair binding energy. In order to proceed to the electrodes, the
two charge carriers must therefore overcome this barrier. There
are three competing processes at this moment: complete dissociation of the geminate pair (i.e., overcoming the Coulombic
barrier), relaxation of the initial Franck–Condon vibrational
energy in the geminate pair, and recombination at this donor–
acceptor interface. Furthermore, Fig. 4b illustrates bimolecular
recombination: after the geminate pair has completely dissociated into free charge carriers, there exists the possibility of electrons and holes colliding and recombining, before collection at
their respective electrodes.
The above two mechanisms have been widely investigated in
a range of organic materials systems, including evaluation of the
dominant loss mechanism vs. competing mechanisms.39,41,42,66–72
We do not intend to resolve these particular issues here and, in
fact believe that both mechanisms are important for organic
solar cells and that the relative contributions are system-dependent. Given the wide range of materials systems and morphologies currently under investigation in OPVs, different weightings
of loss contributions are expected. However, in understanding
Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4410–4422 | 4413
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Fig. 4 Illustrations of (a) geminate pair dissociation and (b) bimolecular
recombination loss mechanisms in OPVs.

organic solar cell response, it is of critical importance to understand how these losses are manifested. Interestingly, at the device
level, it has been reported that the effects these two mechanisms
can have on JV curves are sometimes quite similar, and this
provides a key point of departure from the traditional solar cell
model.56,73–76
Regarding terminology, note that we employ the terms ‘‘lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital’’ (LUMO) and ‘‘highest occupied
molecular orbital’’ (HOMO) throughout this article. This
language comes from frontier molecular orbital theory and can
be misleading in that orbital energies change with orbital occupation. We retain the language, which is omnipresent in the
literature, but it must be remembered that the language only
approximates the actual physics.

3.2. Geminate pair recombination effects on organic solar cell
response
Experimental and modeling studies40,73,74,77–80 support the
conclusion of a reduced photocurrent (i.e., Jph) yield and, in
some cases, Jph dependence on cell voltage, arising from geminate pair recombination. Fig. 5a illustrates how these recombination effects may be manifested, with hypothetical ‘‘nonideal’’
Jph curves represented as simple straight lines. These hypothetical curves are qualitatively consistent with prior studies,

demonstrating reduced quantum efficiencies and some photocurrent field dependence.40,73,74,77–80 Fig. 5a also shows a dark
current curve typical of OPVs and an ‘‘ideal Jph’’ curve, which is
representative of the scenario in which all geminate pairs dissociate with 100% efficiency, regardless of cell voltage. Based on
these ideal and nonideal Jph curves (Fig. 5a), Fig. 5b illustrates
how geminate pair photocurrent recombination can lead to losses in the illuminated JV curves.80 Interestingly, the nonzero
slope near the y-intercept is a traditional signature of a shunt
current loss.32–34,81 However, here we see another possible cause
for this response: incomplete and field-assisted geminate pair
dissociation.73,79,80 In other words, there can be less photogenerated current at weaker fields, thereby leading to reduced fill
factor and Jsc performance relative to the ideal case
(Fig. 5b).73,79,80,82 We also observe some reduction in Voc from
this simple analysis. Experimental cells with low donor–acceptor
orbital energy offsets83,84 typically produce JV curves similar to
the nonideal cases in Fig. 5b. See Section 3.3 for a discussion of
donor–acceptor orbital energy offsets. Note that there is some
debate in the field regarding when field-assisted geminate pair
dissociation is operative vs. when it is field-independent; we
address this issue in further detail below. Likewise, bimolecular
recombination can result from a variety of sources (e.g.,
mobility, trap, and cell area effects)56,69,76,85,86 and can produce
quite similar effects on illuminated cell performance (Fig. 5b).
Developing a greater understanding of these loss mechanisms is
crucial to achieving 10% OPV power conversion efficiencies and
beyond.

3.3. The influence of LUMO offset energy on geminate pair
dissociation
Fig. 6a sketches the donor–acceptor energy landscape in organic
solar cells, including the donor–acceptor offset energy (DELUMO)
and bandgap (Eg) in a simple one electron scheme. For state-ofthe-art systems, the donor material is typically the primary
absorber,7,22,26,87 and therefore, the bandgap (Eg) of the donor
generally determines what photon energies can be absorbed by

Fig. 5 (a) Typical OPV dark JV curve and ideal Jph curve, as well as hypothetical nonideal Jph curves based on geminate pair or bimolecular
recombination of the photocurrent only (not accounting for dark current recombination, which is also shown). Note that actual Jph curves are not
necessarily linear, and these nonideal curves are used for illustration purposes only. (b) Illustration of how this recombination behavior (nonideal Jph
curves) can reduce the photovoltaic performance.

4414 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4410–4422
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these systems. Similarly, the LUMO offset (DELUMO) between
the donor and acceptor (Fig. 6a) is a critical parameter in
understanding the geminate pair dissociation dynamics. Note
that in systems where the acceptor material absorbs significant
light, a similar analysis applies in considering the HOMO offset88
(DEHOMO); for clarity we focus here on DELUMO. The LUMO
offset is not only necessary for the initial electron transfer
process, but has also been shown to be of crucial importance in
promoting geminate pair dissociation and free charge photogeneration.41,42,66,89,90 Additionally, the body of experimental
literature on organic solar cells supports these spectroscopic
observations: systems with large DELUMO values (e.g., 1.0 eV)
often display nearly ideal Jph curves,10,26,48 with geminate pair
dissociation quantum efficiencies approaching 100% with high
fill factors; the ideal Jph case in Fig. 5a and 5b illustrates this
effect. In contrast, systems with more modest DELUMO values
(0.2–0.3 eV)42,83,89,90 exhibit suppressed quantum efficiencies and
fill factors; the nonideal Jph cases in Fig. 5a and 5b more accurately depict these effects.
Despite the above considerations, low LUMO offsets are
desirable for high overall power conversion efficiencies. For
example, previous state-of-the-art cells employed Eg ¼ 2.0 eV
and DELUMO ¼ 1.0 eV; in this case, approximately half of the
exciton energy is expended in the charge separation process, as in
OPVs based on P3HT:PCBM (poly(3-hexylthiophene):6,6phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester).91,92 Large losses such as
this provide a key reason why 10% efficient OPVs have yet to be
discovered; therefore, development of models and materials
targeting the tradeoff between DELUMO and photocurrent
generation are critical for designing efficient OPVs with more
modest LUMO offsets.
The enhancement of practical efficiency limits by introducing
lower LUMO offsets was previously reported;3,6,39,43,92,93 the
calculated practical efficiency limit data from ref. 92 are presented in Fig. 6b (blue curve), showing how efficiency limits
substantially increase for lower LUMO offsets. Note here that Eg
is also reoptimized for each DELUMO, as discussed in ref. 74.
Record power conversion efficiencies for various DELUMO values

are also shown in Fig. 6b (red markers). There is a clear
discrepancy between these modeled efficiency limits (blue curve)
and actual experimental performance levels at lower LUMO
offsets. On the other hand, there appears to be good agreement
for larger DELUMO values (1.0 eV). The mechanism by which
the DELUMO affects the dissociation process is a crucial topic of
ongoing research.42 By understanding how to predict the
performance tradeoffs in moving to lower LUMO offsets (gray
curve, Fig. 6b), we can design materials and architectures that
optimize geminate pair dissociation rates and, thus, cell efficiencies at lower LUMO offsets.
Fig. 7 illustrates the significant effects that donor–acceptor
energy offsets can have on photocurrent (Jph). These Jph values
are calculated from a previously reported method of electronhole dissociation, originating from work by Arkhipov et al.,94
which models the influence of excess vibrational energy on
dissociation yield. For application to BHJ OPVs, this excess
energy is taken to be DELUMO,80 instead of the excess photon
energy in a pristine conjugated polymer as modeled by Arkhipov
et al. To highlight specifically the effects of donor–acceptor
energy offsets (DELUMO here), all other factors are held constant
(including bandgap ¼ 2.0 eV). Interestingly, when DELUMO ¼
1.0 eV (Fig. 7), Jph is nearly ideal, similar to Fig. 5. Experimental
studies of P3HT:PCBM OPV cells, also with DELUMO ¼ 1.0 eV
and bandgap ¼ 2.0 eV, yield comparable results.11,95 On the other
hand, the Jph curve for the low energy offset case (DELUMO ¼
0.3 eV) is substantially limited, specifically due to suppressed
geminate charge dissociation efficiency. Low quantum yields
such as this are common for low DELUMO systems.83,84 Typically,
when low DELUMO systems are introduced, the suppressed
dissociation yield is compensated for by using lower bandgap
materials (Eg ¼ 1.5 eV) to collect more light.83,96 However, this
in turn reduces the cell voltage and overall device efficiency; this
result helps to explain why state-of-the-art devices typically have
larger bandgaps of Eg ¼ 1.7–1.8 eV.22,97 It is important to note
that bimolecular recombination can further reduce the yields
shown in Fig. 7. This is primarily an issue for higher cell voltages
when the open circuit voltage is approached; for lower cell

Fig. 6 (a) Organic solar cell energy level diagram, adapted from ref. 45. Regarding terminology, recall that the term ‘‘LUMO’’ comes from frontier
molecular orbital theory and is misleading, since orbital energies change with orbital occupation. We employ the language here, as it is standard in the
literature, but the language only approximates the actual physics.45 (b) Record OPV power conversion efficiencies from the literature for the indicated
LUMO offsets (red markers, with the line drawn as a guide to the eye), previously reported practical efficiency limits (blue curve),11,22,83 and hypothetical
enhanced power conversion efficiency (PCE) curve (gray curve).
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Fig. 7 Simulated Jph curves based upon a previously reported model for
electron-hole dissociation.94 Note the strong influence that the donor–
acceptor energy offset (DELUMO) has on photocurrent yield due to
limited photogenerated charge dissociation at low energy offsets, such as
DELUMO ¼ 0.3 eV. A key challenge for future organic solar cell materials
design is to enhance charge dissociation at low energy offsets (e.g.,
DELUMO ¼ 0.2–0.3 eV).80

voltages (approaching V ¼ 0), it has been demonstrated in welloptimized systems that internal quantum efficiencies approach
100% and that bimolecular recombination therefore approaches
zero.10,11,48
3.4.

Bandgap implications for high efficiency organic solar cells

The above analysis suggests that redshifting OPV bandgaps
alone to lower energies (e.g., 1.4–1.5 eV) vs. the current state of
the art (Eg ¼ 1.7–1.8 eV) – without improving other properties
such as reduced exciton binding energy36,37 or enhanced attemptto-jump frequency94 – should only depress optimal device efficiency.80 This is a clear departure for OPVs from the seminal
work by Shockley and Queisser that demonstrated in traditional
p-n junction inorganic solar cells an optimal Eg ¼ 1.4 eV.27 This
divergence from Shockley-Queisser behavior is due to organic
solar cells requiring an offset energy between the donor and
acceptor materials for exciton and geminate pair dissociation –
with a larger offset, a larger bandgap is also necessary.39,92
Current state-of-the-art materials typically exhibit DELUMO ¼
0.55–0.7 eV,22,97 which are offset energies that significantly limit
overall power conversion efficiency.3,6,43,92 Therefore, a fundamental design challenge for OPVs is to achieve high charge
dissociation yields at low energy offsets (e.g., DELUMO ¼ 0.3 eV).
If this is achieved, then the optimal bandgap should move to
lower values (e.g., 1.6–1.7 eV).92 Two key approaches to
address this challenge are to reduce the exciton binding energy94
and enhance the local mobility79 at the donor–acceptor interface.
Importantly, current generation devices already approach near
optimal efficiencies (8–9%) achievable via energy level tuning
alone. Therefore, without the introduction of new generations of
materials with higher local mobilities (at the donor–acceptor
interface) or lower exciton binding energies, single layer OPV
power conversion efficiencies are projected to plateau near
current record levels of 8–9%, based upon applying the
Arkhipov et al. model to OPVs.94 However, through improved
materials design, efficiencies >10% are well within reach. Note
4416 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4410–4422

several studies have taken various approaches to the question of
maximum practical efficiency limits and optimal bandgap in
OPVs, with results ranging from PCE estimations of 8–11%
and optimal bandgap energies of 1.4–1.5 eV.3,39,43 We expect
optimal bandgap energies to be somewhat greater (1.6–1.7 eV)
in new generation high efficiency OPVs because some of the
energy from DELUMO is lost due to thermal dissipation98 before
geminate pair dissociation is complete – this in turn requires
somewhat larger values of DELUMO and Eg.44 Finally, note that
while in principle there should be a single optimal bandgap
energy, there is generally a relatively wide shoulder of 0.2–
0.3 eV, such that a range of bandgap energies can still produce
relatively high performing OPVs. For example, Scharber et al.
calculate that a bandgap range of 0.65 eV produces a variation of
only 1% in power conversion efficiency.3

4. Blocking layer effects: field-dependent
photocurrent recombination at electrode interfaces
4.1.

Background on interfacial layers

Interfacial layers at electrode/active layer interfaces (Fig. 1) can
provide significant efficiency enhancements in organic solar
cells,6,11,26,35,99–119 and various mechanisms are proposed for
different systems. Two mechanisms frequently discussed in the
literature are that these layers: (a) increase photocurrent
extraction by reducing extraction barrier heights (i.e., ‘‘transport’’ layers) and (b) reduce recombination at the electrodes by
serving as ‘‘blocking’’ layers.99–101 At the anode, where holes are
collected, the first mechanism is to enhance hole extraction, and
the layer is commonly termed a ‘‘hole transport layer’’
(HTL).99–101 When discussing the second mechanism at the
anode, where electron injection is unfavorable due to recombination with holes, the layer is commonly termed an ‘‘electron
blocking layer’’ (EBL).99–101
Regarding deviations from the conventional solar cell model
(eqn (1)), we focus here on the blocking layer mechanism while
keeping in mind that both mechanisms can potentially play
important roles. There is strong evidence that blocking layers are
one key means to enhance BHJ organic solar cell efficiency.99–101,105,119–121 However, complete models explaining the
details of the improvements are still under development. Below
we show how the blocking layer mechanism provides a feature of
organic solar cell behavior deviating from conventional inorganic models. In particular, while conventional approaches
commonly take the photocurrent term (Jph in Fig. 2a and eqn (1))
as field-independent, we show below how the absence of an EBL
can lead to strong photocurrent field dependence due to
competition between drift and diffusion currents at the anode
interface.
4.2.

Anode photocurrent (Jph) recombination

Fig. 1 provides an illustration of how blocking layers are
important in BHJ OPVs: since both the donor (hole-conducting)
and acceptor (electron-conducting) phases are typically in
contact with both electrodes, recombination at these interfaces
becomes a potential loss mechanism. For example, if both holes
and electrons are extracted to the anode, then immediate
recombination is expected; therefore, the goal at this layer is to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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only extract holes.99–101 Due to the blend morphology of the BHJ
system, allowing both phases to be in contact with each electrode,
this loss mechanism is unique to BHJ organic solar cells and
other systems with similar active layer morphologies. Note that
for clarity, we concentrate on the anode interface here; the same
analysis applies to the cathode interface.
Fig. 8 provides a more detailed picture of this recombination
process in terms of a proposed competition between electron
diffusion (Jdiff) and drift (Jdrift, or field-driven) current densities.
In a typical photovoltaic cell, the built-in electric field helps drive
electrons to the cathode (to the right in Fig. 8) and holes to the
anode (to the left in Fig. 8). Furthermore, the cell voltage works
against the built-in field under typical operating conditions; i.e.,
when the cell voltage increases, the electric field decreases, and
vice versa. Across the active layer, the average electric field ¼
(V0  V)/d, where V0 is the built-in voltage, and d is the active
layer thickness.61 Therefore, for low cell voltages (e.g., 0.1 V),
the electric field is relatively strong, increasing the drift current
and driving charge carriers to their respective electrodes – holes
to the anode, electrons to the cathode. For high cell voltages near
the open circuit voltage, the average electric field is relatively
weak, enabling the diffusion current to compete with the drift
current. Fig. 8a shows the case where the electron drift current
predominates over the diffusion current, and Fig. 8b shows the
opposite case, where the diffusion current predominates at the
anode interface. When electron diffusion dominates, more electrons move to the ‘‘wrong’’ electrode, which is also populated by
holes, leading to recombination losses. Note that the electric field
will not be perfectly constant throughout the device – the
morphological and electronic landscape will create some variations. However, under operating voltages, lowering the cell
voltage increases the average electric field, and vice versa.
EBLs are designed to prevent electron extraction at the anode,
regardless of field strength. Fig. 8c shows this design: the LUMO
level of the EBL (or conduction band minimum in the case of
inorganic EBLs) is positioned sufficiently high to suppress nearly
all electron diffusion current to the anode.99–101 Additionally, the
EBL HOMO level (or valence band maximum for inorganic
EBLs) is positioned to align with the HOMO level of the donor
material and the anode work function to promote hole extraction
to the anode. Therefore, regardless of strong or weak field
strengths, an EBL is ideally designed to suppress anode

recombination by promoting hole extraction and eliminating
electron extraction – i.e., acting as a filter for holes.
4.3.

Implications for BHJ organic solar cell models

The behaviors discussed above have significant implications for
BHJ organic solar cell device models, requiring a modified
mechanistic picture and differentiation from conventional
theory. Traditionally, the photocurrent (Jph) is taken to be
independent of cell voltage and electric field – i.e., a horizontal
line as shown in Fig. 5a. Likewise, in the presence of an EBL, the
Jph curve is taken as this ideal Jph curve (Fig. 9, horizontal line).
It is important to note here that to highlight the EBL mechanism,
we ignore other forms of photocurrent recombination; in reality,
these sources, such as bimolecular and geminate pair recombination, typically have important effects. In this scenario, the Jph
curve is ideal because, regardless of field strength, the EBL
eliminates the electron diffusion current to the anode and thus
effectively eliminates anode electron-hole recombination.
Without the EBL, the electron diffusion current to the anode
dominates the drift current at weak field strengths (Fig. 8b),

Fig. 9 Current density vs. cell voltage (JV) curves for hypothetical OPV
cases with and without an EBL. Similar JV responses for these two cases
have been demonstrated experimentally.120–122 The suppressed performance in the absence of an EBL is due to charge recombination at the
anode. Note that actual Jph curves are not necessarily linear, and these
curves are used to illustrate the effects of EBLs.

Fig. 8 Diagram of the interface between the electron acceptor and anode (the hole-collecting electrode, or transparent electrode in Fig. 1). Three cases
are described: (a) the absence of an electron blocking layer (EBL) for strong electric field (low cell voltage), (b) the absence of an EBL for a weak electric
field (high cell voltage), and (c) the presence of an EBL, regardless of the field strength; here the EBL suppresses the recombination current even for weak
net fields, when diffusion currents would otherwise dominate and enhance anode recombination.
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leading to current loss at high cell voltages; likewise, at strong
fields, electron drift current away from the anode dominates
(Fig. 8a), and the anode photocurrent recombination is greatly
reduced. This behavior creates a unique Jph voltage dependence
and can manifest itself as a substantial Voc reduction (Fig. 9).
These Voc enhancements have been associated with a wide array
of interfacial layers.99–101,105,119–121 Importantly, Jsc is affected if
the diffusion (recombination) current still competes with the drift
current at V ¼ 0. Fig. 9 illustrates why Voc reduction can be
crucial: without the blocking layer, more photocurrent is lost at
increasing cell voltages, and therefore, zero net current is achieved at a lower voltage, thereby lowering the Voc – i.e., when
recombination current offsets generated photocurrent. Ongoing
research is focusing on modeling and predicting these interesting
photocurrent recombination dynamics.
As outlined earlier, interfacial layers serve purposes beyond
the blocking layer mechanisms. Notably, it has been argued that
materials such as MoO3 promote hole transport at the anode,
thereby also providing Voc enhancements.106–112 Note that
transport layers such as these are potentially useful for any solar
cell device that requires charge injection123 from one layer to
another, not just BHJ OPVs. More complex models can be
developed to account for the benefits of these layers, by decoupling blocking and transport layer effects. This is also an area
ripe for development of experimental characterization techniques that differentiate between the two mechanisms. Finally, in
addition to these mechanisms, important considerations for
interfacial layer design include: optical transparency (particularly for wavelengths absorbed by the active layer), passivation
of trap sites, and templating effects on active layer
microstructure.99–101

5. Series resistance: Electric field and cell area
dependence
5.1.

Fig. 10 (a) Illustration of the Poole-Frenkel effect (eqn (3)) on OPV
active layer mobility, assuming a dielectric constant ¼ 4, T ¼ 298 K, and
a zero field mobility ¼ 1  104 cm2 V1 s1. The range of electric fields
shown here are over a typical cell voltage test range (1 V), showing how
mobility and, thus, resistance vary significantly with cell voltage. Note
that the nonlinear, exponential features of this curve are more apparent
when a larger voltage range is considered (e.g., 10 V). (b) Experimental
dark JV data for a P3HT:PCBM OPV cell, previously reported in ref.
105, and simulated data for the same cell. The simulated data are based
on fitting the experimental data to eqn (1); there is good agreement of
both curves except at high voltages due to the voltage-dependent Rs
value. (c) The differential resistance dV/dJ vs. cell voltage for the simulated and experimental curves in Fig. 10b. The Rs value is from fitting the
experimental data to eqn (1) and serves as a lower limit for the simulated
dV/dJ value, in accordance with traditional p-n junction inorganic solar

4418 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 4410–4422

Field-dependent mobility and resistance

Traditionally, p-n junction solar cell models assume that series
resistance32,34,124 is independent of electric field strength. Therefore, when cell voltage varies, series resistance is assumed to
remain constant (eqn (1)). However, in organic semiconductors,
this model breaks down due to their field-dependent conductivities – conductivity significantly increases with field strength. The
Poole-Frenkel formulation for charge mobility helps explain this
result:
" 3 
 1= #
2
e =2
E
mfexp
;
(3)
2kB T p3o 3r
where m is mobility, e the elementary charge, kB Boltzmann’s
constant, T temperature, E the electric field strength, 3o the
vacuum permittivity, and 3r the dielectric constant.125,126 This

cell theory. The experimental dV/dJ data fall well below this limit due to
enhanced conductivities at higher cell voltages, and demonstrate the
breakdown of traditional theory for determining Rs at high cell voltages.
Note that average field strength is zero at V0 because F ¼ (V0  V)/d.
Therefore, at both low (V < V0) and high (V > V0) cell voltages, the
average electric field increases across the cell.
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relationship essentially shows how mobility increases with
increasing field strength. Given that conductivity is the product
of mobility, charge density, and the elementary charge (s ¼ mNe),
conductivity and thus resistivity have important exponential
relationships with E½. Furthermore, the average electric field
across the cell scales linearly with cell voltage ((V0  V)/d), and
therefore, cell voltage is a key determinant governing the internal
cell resistance. The importance of the Poole-Frenkel effect for
organic semiconductor mobilities has been extensively discussed.125,126 The impact of the Poole-Frenkel effect on mobility
is shown graphically in Fig. 10a, applying eqn (3) and assuming
a dielectric constant ¼ 4. In addition to the Poole-Frenkel effect,
charge carrier densities also increase with cell voltage.126 Since
conductivity is determined by the product of mobility and charge
carrier density, this effect makes the voltage dependence of Rs
even more significant.
The influence of cell voltage on Rs is demonstrated in Fig. 10b
and 10c. Previously reported JV dark data for a well-studied
P3HT:PCBM OPV system are shown in Fig. 10b.105 We extracted the parameters in eqn (1) via a least-squares fit applied to this
experimental JV data set over a typical operating voltage range
of 0.2–0.6 V. The resulting parameters are: J0 ¼ 1.54 
109 A/cm2, Rs ¼ 4.05 U cm2, n ¼ 1.50, Rsh ¼ 3.69  106 U cm2.
Over the range from V ¼ 0 to typical operating voltages of this
cell, 0.5–0.6 V, there is typically good agreement between
experimental and simulated (based on eqn (1)) data, demonstrating the usefulness of traditional p-n theory in studying
OPVs. However, at high cell voltages, the experimental and
simulated curves diverge, evidencing a breakdown of the model.
This divergence is also shown in Fig. 10c, where the differential
resistance curves (dV/dJ) are presented for the experimental and
simulated cases. Additionally, the fitted value for Rs (4.05 U cm2)
is shown in Fig. 10c.
This deviation between observed and predicted behavior at
high cell voltage has important implications for describing OPV
response. It is common practice to estimate Rs by determining
dV/dJ in the range from Voc up to high cell voltages (1–2V). The
reason for this approach, according to traditional theory,32 is
that at high voltages the slope of the JV curve is primarily
determined by Rs – as demonstrated by the simulated dV/dJ and
Rs curves merging for V > 1 V. However, the field-dependent
conductivities in OPVs essentially make determining Rs a moving
target. What voltage specifically should one use in determining
Rs? If dV/dJ is calculated at a high voltage, the resistance is
artificially and significantly reduced by an order of magnitude or
more (Figs. 10a and 10c). Since the resistance near typical
operating voltages and Voc (for P3HT:PCBM, this range is 0.4–
0.6 V) is more relevant, the JV data should be evaluated at these
lower voltages; however, dV/dJ is no longer determined by Rs at
these voltages, as evidenced by the rapidly increasing dV/dJ
values on the left hand side of Fig. 10c. This is simply because the
solar cell diode current strongly influences dV/dJ at these voltages. Therefore, to address this complication, it is crucial to
extract Rs by fitting the data near the operating voltage of the
cell. Ideally, this fitting process would also include the PooleFrenkel and other field-dependent effects, although the drawback of doing so is that further fit parameters are being added,
increasing the complexity and decreasing the accuracy of the
parameter extraction.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

Ultimately, the field-dependent conductivities in organic
semiconductors complicate the accurate determination of Rs in
OPVs. It is evident from Fig. 10c, that calculations of dV/dJ can
lead to widely varying results depending the voltage used. A
recommended means of reducing the influence of field strength is
to fit the traditional model (eqn (1)) near the operating voltage of
the cell over a relatively tight range (400 mV). Applying other
techniques including impedance127 and time-of-flight (TOF)
spectroscopy48 may provide methods for supporting the accuracy
of these extracted Rs values. Care should also be taken in
measuring mobilities, given the strong dependence on electric
field (Fig. 10a).
5.2.

Area dependence of series resistance

Finally, cell area can have an important impact on series resistance in organic solar cells. These devices typically have an anode
(transparent electrode) based on indium tin oxide (ITO) or
a related transparent conducting oxide (TCO) as the anode
material (Fig. 1). These layers must be both transparent and
conductive; however, conductivities for the most conductive
TCOs can be more than an order of magnitude lower than are
typical metal conductivities.58 As a result, when current is
collected by the transparent electrode, resistance losses are
substantial unless the cell area is small (i.e., cell area  1 cm2).
These effects were recently reported in ref. 43 and are shown in
Fig. 11 for a simulated high efficiency OPV scenario. While
efficiencies for very small cells (area < 0.1 cm2) show little
sensitivity to anode conductivity, such cell areas generally are not
useful in energy production.26,58 For more practical cell areas
(e.g., $1 cm2), there is substantial sensitivity to cell area. This is
a direct result of the series resistance (Fig. 11) being a function of
cell area in organic solar cells. At moderate cell areas (e.g., 1 cm2),
the series resistance is significantly dependent upon the anode
material selection, highlighting the importance of high conductivity transparent conductors for organic solar cells.58 This effect
is not limited to OPVs; other inorganic thin film solar cells
requiring transparent conductors also exhibit this effect. These
resistance losses can be reduced by closely spacing current
collectors on the transparent electrode material. However, this
approach introduces practical drawbacks of added cost and

Fig. 11 The effects anode (transparent electrode) conductivity and cell
area have on power conversion efficiency due to internal resistance losses.
This figure is reproduced with permission from ref. 43.
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blocking some incoming radiation. Note that in addition to cell
area affecting series resistance, recent reports have also shown
that cell area can influence OPV performance due to light scattering at the cell perimeter128 and enhanced recombination
currents.86
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6. Conclusions
Traditional inorganic solar cell models have offered significant
insight into organic solar cell response; however, addressing key
points of departure from the traditional models is essential for
understanding and accurately modeling OPV performance. The
significant electronic and structural differences between organic
and traditional silicon solar cells require modifications of
conventional modeling approaches. The large exciton binding
energies in organic semiconductors translate to new loss mechanisms, notably geminate pair (charge transfer state) recombination pathways. Important areas of future research include the
development of OPVs with low donor–acceptor energy offsets
(e.g., 0.2–0.3 eV) that exhibit low geminate pair recombination
rates. Proposed strategies to achieve this include enhanced local
mobility at the donor–acceptor interface, reduced exciton
binding energies, and enhanced electron–phonon coupling at the
interface – using the vibrational energy at the donor–acceptor
interface more efficiently to enhance geminate pair dissociation.
Device architecture is also an important issue: the tortuous
charge transport pathways within BHJ OPV active layers
provide opportunities for electron-hole collision and recombination before the charges can be harvested at their respective
electrodes; future research on the development of more ordered
architectures will be important in reducing this recombination
pathway.6,129 These recombination processes lead to photocurrent-voltage dependences not found in the traditional solar cell
model. Additionally, when both donor and acceptor materials
are in contact with each cell electrode, further photocurrent
recombination sources are introduced, creating another source of
Jph voltage dependence and the need for selective, blocking layer
electrode contacts. Finally, the strong dependence of OPV series
resistance on field strength and cell area requires revisions to
traditional models. Accounting for key differences such as these
provides a new perspective when applying traditional inorganic
solar cell models to identify crucial bottlenecks in organic solar
cell performance.
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